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Star Wars: The Valentine’s Day
memories awaken all around us

By Jase Graves

By Janice R. Edwards

A long time ago in a toy box far,
far away...
As a young urchin in the 1970s,
when I wasn’t risking radiation
poisoning and a diabetic coma from
sitting too close to the TV with an
enormous bowl of Fruity Pebbles, I
could usually be found in my room
playing with my official Kenner Star
Wars toys.
These memories recently came
flooding back like a river of Tang
Instant Breakfast Drink when my dad
bequeathed to me two large Sterilite
storage containers chock-full of my
old Star Wars toys that had been
fermenting in his attic for the past
few decades.

“Love and Magic have a great
deal in common. They enrich the
soul, delight the heart, and they
both take practice.” - Nora Roberts
We celebrate a day of love and
affection, Valentine’s Day, on Feb.
14 every year. We give and get
gifts of cards, box-shaped hearts
filled with chocolates, champagne,
lavish candlelight dinners and
jewelry. Sometimes I think that this
celebration of love is getting just
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(Continued on Page 6)

Please don’t
pass the salt, or
enchiladas, or...
By Ernie Williamson
The Bulletin

It’s come to this.
I can’t even dine out at my favorite
Mexican restaurant without being
reminded that I am not what I used
to be.

The Bulletin

(Continued on Page 7)
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By John Toth
The Bulletin

When my fifth-grade classmates
exchanged Valentine’s Day cards in
1968, I had no idea what they were
doing or why. I landed in the United
States five months earlier and was
not up to speed on these things.

Ramblings

Memories are made of this
too commercial. But when I do, all
I have to do to change my mind is
look around me.
I live in the country, and I view
wildlife every day. So, if I look, I
see that they are getting in on the
celebration as well. Birds are the
most noticeable. For instance,
Purple Martin houses should be
placed out each year by Valentine’s
Day for the heralds of the song of
spring to roost. Pelicans and Roseate Spoonbills take on breeding
plumage.
I get my camera out this time of
year as the spring migration starts,

(Continued on Page 11)

The View from My Seat
As a long-time sufferer of acid
reflux, I am accustomed to eating
restrictions. But now I am also counting milligrams of sodium.
At my cardiologist’s urging, I made
a New Year’s resolution to lower my
blood pressure by cutting back on
sodium. No more shrimp enchiladas
or beef fajitas for me.
Eating out is a challenge for
those of us on low-sodium diets and

My introduction
to Valentine’s
Day in 1968

How we learned we will have a family
By Stephanie Johnson
The Bulletin

Something was different with my
body, but I wasn’t sure exactly what.
I assumed that I was getting sick, or
maybe I was just tired.
I went shopping and got that
defeated feeling, probably the
same feeling a man has when he is
clothes shopping with a woman all
day. Maybe not that bad.
My eating habits had changed. I
ate much larger portions than usual
and finished them lightning fast.

I had never been more hungry in
my life, and have never wanted
such a variety of different things at
once. I was drooling at the thought
of cheese enchiladas and potato
salad.
I came home from work one day,
after having a really great day. I
wasn’t more active than usual, but
I thought I was going to pass out
from exhaustion. Why would that
be? Could it be?
I had been trying to get preg-

(Continued on Page 5)

I watched from my seat as the
classroom buzzed with excitement.
Europeans didn’t celebrate Valentine’s Day on Feb. 14. If some did,
I missed it while country hopping in
search of a new home.
I felt left out during the Valentine’s
celebration, but that was O.K. I got
used to that as I learned the different
customs in my new home.
I was on the outside looking in for
a while. It had happened in Vienna,
Austria also. By the time I got to be
good at following the local traditions,
we packed our bags and headed to
the U.S.A., where I started the same
process all over again.
I was familiar with all the major
events like Christmas, New Year’s
and Easter. Those were the same
everywhere. I had yet to find out
about the Fourth of July. It hadn’t

(Continued on Page 4)
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Marty Haggard
pays tribute to
his dad Feb. 14
at Heritage Hall,
West Columbia.
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details.
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Strongest earthquake
The world’s largest earthquake
with an instrumentally documented
magnitude occurred on May 22,
1960, near Valdivia, in southern
Chile. It was assigned a magnitude
of 9.5 by the United States Geological Survey. It is referred to as the
“Great Chilean Earthquake” and the
“1960 Valdivia Earthquake.”
The United States Geological
Survey reports this event as the
“largest earthquake of the 20th
Century.” Other earthquakes in
recorded history may have been
larger; however, this is the largest
earthquake that has occurred since
accurate estimates of magnitude
became possible in the early 1900s.
The Chilean government estimated that about 2,000,000 people
were left homeless. It was fortunate
that the earthquake was preceded
by a powerful foreshock.
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Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
Phone numbers and measles
Q. How did an epidemic of
measles lead to the introduction of
phone numbers?
A. At one time, all phone calls
were local, and local operators,
knowing their community well, could
correctly and quickly connect phone
calls person to person, no numbers
needed, says Dan Lewis in his book
“The Soviets Invaded Wisconsin?!”
That all changed in 1879, when
Lowell, Massachusetts, experienced
a measles epidemic, threatening to
shut down phone communication if
all four of its local operators became
ill. Outside operators could not readily step in.
Enter Dr. Moses Greeley Parker,
who proposed that a unique ID
number be assigned to each of the
roughly 200 phone customers in the
town, corresponding to their location
on the internal switchboard. Then, a
caller ringing up the operator would
merely provide that ID number,
affording a correct connection.
Although many customers originally
objected to being “reduced to an
arbitrary set of numbers,” reason
eventually prevailed: Dr. Parker’s
solution was seen as the best way
to prevent the measles from stopping phone service. Lowell, Massa-

chusetts, thus became the first town
in the U.S. with phone numbers.
Explaining dog years
Q. Human lifespan is about 80
years while dogs typically live 12
years or so, suggesting 1 dog year
= 7 human years. But what’s very
misleading about this rule of thumb?
A. A recent DNA-based study
by UC San Diego professor Trey
Ideker and his colleagues found
that distinct life stages – infant,
juvenile, adolescent, mature, senior
- can be identified in both humans
and Labrador dogs. However, if you
plot when these life stages start in
humans against when they start in
dogs, you end up with a curve, not a
line like the rule of thumb assumes.
Puppies age far more quickly than
infants, with a 2-year-old dog being
physiologically comparable to a
middle-aged human. The aging of
elderly dogs, on the other hand,
slows way down, with 1 old-dog
year approaching 1 old-person year.
The “1 dog year = 7 human years”
rule is only briefly true, for dogs
around 2-3 years of age.
Such life-stage analysis also
appears to work for mice and may
be applicable to many mammal
species, note the authors. The DNA
techniques used in this study “…
may provide a compelling tool in
the quest to understand aging and
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identify interventions for maximizing
healthy lifespan.”
What’s that Yellow Book?
Q. One day in April 1895,
London’s Westminster Gazette
headlined: “Arrest of Oscar Wilde,
Yellow Book Under His Arm.” The
Irish poet-playwright was found
guilty of gross indecency (homosexuality) and spent two years in
prison. What’s the significance of
the yellow book?
A. “The sinful implications of
such books had come from France,
where, from the mid-nineteenth
century, sensationalist literature
had been not-so-chastely pressed
between vivid yellow covers,” writes
Kassia St. Clair in her book, “The
Secret Lives of Color.” It was a marketing ploy. Yellow books appear in
two of Vincent van Gogh’s paintings
from the 1880s, and for van Gogh
and many other thinkers and artists
of the time, “the color itself came to
stand as the symbol of the age and
their rejection of repressed Victorian
values.” The last decade of the
nineteenth century became known
as the “Yellow Nineties.”
The color yellow is also tied to
beauty, as far more blondes appear
in advertisements than are represented in the overall population.
And a particular egg-yolk shade was
favored by Chinese royalty. But the
elemental incarnation of the color
- the metal gold - is perhaps its
dominant cultural association.
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

Pancake history

The early pancakes consisted
mostly of flour and milk and were
more like biscuits. Later, eggs,
milk, a leavening agent (such
as baking powder) and fat were
added, creating the fluffier, lighter
pancake we know today.
Source: nationaldaycalendar.com / Graphic: Staff, TNS
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Happy Valentine’s! Now, could you do my math homework?
(Continued from Page 1)

happened yet.
I was a 12-year-old kid trying to
fit in as I learned a new language. I
knew German, which is somewhat
similar to English, and was on the
fast track to understanding what
was being said around me.
But on Wednesday, Feb. 14,
1968, this Valentine’s Day cardexchange thing was French to me.
On the way home, Diane, the girl
who sat behind me in class, caught
up with me as I was walking home.
I lived three blocks from the school
on the fifth floor of a brownstone
tenement with no elevator. It was a

short walk, but a long climb.
Diane noticed that I was out of
the loop during the classroom cardexchange and asked why I didn’t
give out any.
“I didn’t know I was supposed to.
I’ll do it next year,” I explained in
very broken English.
We walked slowly as she asked
me some questions about Europe
and how I got here. I answered
them the best I could. It took a
while.
She lived a few blocks from my
apartment house, so I took a detour
and walked her home. Her apartments were a lot nicer – modern

SORRY MA’AM, WE’RE KINDA BUSY FIGHTING CRIME:
A woman called the cops in Sebastian, Fla., to report that her boyfriend
had pushed her to the ground, but, when they arrived, she admitted that
this wasn’t true but that he had hidden her TV remote, and she actually
wanted the officers to help her find it. She also mentioned that she had
spent the entire afternoon drinking vodka.
IS THERE A PROBLEM, OFFICER?: Police spotted a man on
the highway near Bury, England, struggling to drive because he had a
blood-alcohol level six times the legal limit. Also because his car had no
front tires. The cop who pulled him over said, “You can see why it came
to our notice.”
I’D LISTEN IF YOU HAD ANYTHING INTERESTING TO
SAY: A man was arrested in St. Albans, W. Va., for firing his pistol
through a glass table, He told police he did it because his wife refused to
listen to him, and he wanted to get her attention.
OH, O.K., SURE, WE CAN WAIT: A man tried and failed to break
into three vehicles in Jefferson County, Colo., over the course of a week.
The cops caught him in the act of one of his crimes, and, when they told
him to come with them, he said, “I can’t. I’m trying to steal this truck.”
IN RESPONSE, MUSTARD VENDORS HAVE BEEFED UP
SECURITY: A man broke into a tractor trailer truck parked overnight in
Turbotville, Pa., and stole 24 cases of hot dogs.
UH, MA’AM, THIS INDICATES THAT YOU’LL BE HAVING
PUPPIES: A woman knew she couldn’t pass a drug test required by
her probation officer at the Pineville, Ky., police station, because she had
recently used methamphetamine and the painkiller Suboxone. So she
used dog urine instead of her own.
UH, SIR, A FEW OTHER ISSUES HAVE COME TO OUR
ATTENTION: A man parked his car illegally in a handicapped-accessible space at the Walmart in Grand Island, Neb. But, it didn’t end there.
When police located the driver, they found that there was a warrant out
for his arrest and that there was methamphetamine and drug paraphernalia in his vehicle.
I KNOW WHAT I’M DOING, BOB! … KA-BOOOM! A passenger
in a pickup truck accidentally set off a firework inside the vehicle at 1
o’clock in the morning in Deltona, Fla., causing an enormous explosion
that shattered the windshield. A neighbor, who heard the blast, called the
cops, telling them, “There was a big huge boom.”

with a doorman and elevators. I
was impressed.
She reached into her backpack
and pulled out a Valentine card with
my name on it. “You can have this
if you do my math homework,” she
said.
We sat down on a bench outside,
and I finished her homework in
about five minutes. Until I conquered the language barrier, my
claim to fame was being good at
math. That was also the same
everywhere, and in Europe, somewhat more advanced than here in
the fifth grade. At least, that’s what I
experienced.
The card is long-gone, but the
memories of that day remain. Why
did she give it to me after school?
Maybe it would have been awkward
to do it in class, when I was sitting
like a lump on a log, trying to find
out what all this was all about.
Or, maybe because she was
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having trouble in math. What was
important to me was that I started
to belong somwehat, and I had a
confidant helping me.
When I raised my hand one time
and answered a science question,
but used the word Celsius rather
than Centigrade, the kids in the
class laughed. The teacher said
it was correct, and that shut them
down.
Diane didn’t laugh. And, she

started getting better grades in
math. That was a fair trade – math
tutoring in exchange for English
tutoring, and a Valentine’s Day card
on top of that. Then she moved,
changed schools, and I lost contact
and a good friend.
Wherever Diane is, I hope she
has a big family with lots of grandkids who are as kind and accepting
as she was. And, I hope they all
have a good math tutor.

VALENTINE’S DAY FUN FACTS

• The most popular theory about Valentine’s Day’s origin is that Emperor
Claudius II didn’t want Roman men to marry during wartime. Bishop Valentine went against his wishes and performed secret weddings. For this,
Valentine was jailed and executed. While in jail, he wrote a note to the jailer’s
daughter, signing it “from your Valentine.”
• About 1 billion Valentine’s Day cards are exchanged each year. This
makes it the second largest seasonal card-sending time of the year.
• You could also pop over to Finland, where Valentine’s Day is called
Ystävänpäivä, which translates into “Friend’s day.” It’s more about remembering your buddies than your loved ones.
• Girls of medieval times ate bizarre foods on this day to make them dream
of their future spouse.
• Every year, more than 36 million heart shaped boxes of chocolates are
sold across the country.
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I was feeling tired and drained, like I was getting sick, but that wasn’t so – baby was on its way
(Continued from Page 1)

nant for a little while. I’ve had my
suspicions before, but took a couple
of pregnancy tests that came out
negative. I didn’t really want to take
another one anytime soon.
Oh, what the heck. What was the
worst thing that could happen? Let’s
just take one more. I was feeling out
of kilter, anyway. Maybe this will be
the one.
I bought a tester that shows one
or two lines. Now, which one means
what? I always get them confused
and have to read the box. It showed
one line and the faintest second line.
What is that supposed to mean?
Was I just a little pregnant?
I rushed to the nearest pharmacy
to purchase another test. This time I
was going the expensive route. I got
one that spelled out my condition. I’d
had enough of those lines.
I needed a clear, definitive
answer, not a “maybe.” I also picked
up a package of Rollo candy while
I was there. I hadn’t had them in
years, and they looked delicious on
the packaging.
I ran into the bathroom like there

was a sale going on and everything
was 75% off. Those are the best
sales – worth getting up early and
preparing for battle.
I took that test faster than sorting through the clearance rack.
Then I had to patiently wait on the
result. What to do during this time?
The instructions said it could take
around five minutes or so – a perfect time to crack open the Rollos.
But pizza sounded good also.
Maybe both.
I went to preheat the oven for the
pizza I was craving and came back
to the pregnancy test, which the
cat knocked down on the bathroom
floor while I was gone. I picked it up
and told the cat to find another toy.
And there it was, “Pregnant” – in
plain English, not lines. I burst into
tears.
I wanted to shout it from the rooftop, but that would have been risky
in my new-found condition. Instead,
I decided to wait until David, my
husband, got home from work.
That was a lot easier than climbing
on the roof. But I had to think of a
special way to let him know.

The oven had been preheated
for a while and was ready to cook a
pizza, which was still sitting on the
counter. I cleaned the pregnancy
tester and placed it on top of the
pizza pan inside a kitchen cabinet.
As soon as David came home, I
asked him to put the pizza on the
pan and place it in the oven. He
looked confused as to why I didn’t
get around to doing it. I just sat
there smiling and staring at him. He
probably thought that I had finally
gone crazy.
He reached his arm into the
cabinet to grab the pizza pan. He
found the tester, read the results

and looked at me. I burst into tears
again, unable to form any words.
My mouth was moving, but nothing
was coming out. He ran over and
hugged me. Then we both cried.
This is what we were waiting for,
what we had wanted. We are going
to be a family. It was time to make a
doctor’s appointment to make sure
that this test was 100% correct. As I
picked up the phone, the darned cat
found the tester again and knocked
it to the floor. The instrument that
let me know that my life was about
to change forever was now at the
mercy of the cat. But it had served
its purpose.

This story has just begun. Check
future issues for updates.
(You can reach Stephanie at
stephanie.bulletin@gmail.com. Or
by writing to: The Bulletin, P.O. Box
2426, Angleton, TX. 77516)

Try us out for a month,
and you’ll agree that
advertising in The
Bulletin is good for your
business.
Call (979) 849-5407.
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This nerd admits to being a sucker for Star Wars plastic
(Continued from Page 1)

I still remember being seven
years old and waiting in line with
my parents and big brother to see
the first Star Wars movie - that’s
“Episode IV: A New Hope” to all of
my fellow dweebazoids out there.
Although I’m pretty sure I went to
sleep at some point during the film,
Chewbacca’s luxuriant fur coat
and Princess Leia’s cinnamon bun
hairdo (among her other features)
made a permanent impression on
me.
As soon as Kenner released their
original wave of toys, including a
fully endowed Leia, I succumbed to
the injected-plastic side of the force.
I eventually had the complete set
of characters, and when the sequel
came out, along with more toys, I
was a hopeless Jedi junkie, blowing

every cent of my Tooth-Fairy cash
on action figures. My dad was even
enlisted in my obsession, touring
the retail establishments of the
greater East Texas area in search
of the elusive Tauntaun – an alien
creature from “The Empire Strikes
Back” that looks like the love child
of the GEICO hump day camel and
Rex from “Toy Story.”
My prized possession during
those years was the original Millennium Falcon toy, complete with a
battery-powered button that made a
sound like the ship had an embarrassing case of gas. However, the
legendary Falcon, like so many of
my other vulnerable playthings, fell
victim to a power more sinister than
Emperor Palpatine himself - namely
my dearly departed toy poodle,
Fluff. Along with savagely dismem-

bering several of my action figures,
Fluff inflicted singular abuse upon
the Falcon.
On one fateful afternoon when
I had docked the Falcon on my
bedroom floor without its canopy
lid, Fluff raised his leg and scored a
direct hit right inside the main cargo
hold and lounge. Fortunately, I was
able to de-funk the ship with a little
Pine Action Lysol, and any residual
damage actually added to its battletested appearance.
Despite the random canine
vandalism and general deterioration
from the ravages of time (and not
just on me), I’ve had a great time
reliving my boyhood by refurbishing my Star Wars collection. The
restoration process began by washing the toys in our seldom-used,
off-brand whirlpool tub. I actually
considered getting in the bath with
them to play for old times’ sake,
but with the vast numbers of plastic
figures, parts, and pieces floating
around in there, I worried I might
accidentally give myself a Stormtrooper suppository.
I now have the toys on display
in my nerd nook at home, and I’m
busily spending my three daughters’
college savings on eBay purchasing
replacement stickers, spaceship
parts, and even the rare Yoda cloak
– since Fluff undoubtedly digested

the original sometime during the
Carter administration. Occasionally
my wife catches me just standing
there and staring wistfully at the
toys, making “Pew! Pew!” laser

sounds under my breath.
At those times, she just smiles,
shakes her head a little, and goes to
the kitchen to mix me up a tall glass
of Tang.

Wild West BBQ
AWARD WINNING BBQ

PRESENT
COUPON AT
TIME OF
PURCHASE

CALL US FOR YOUR NEXT CATERING
1205 E. Mulberry, Angleton
Call (979) 864-3666 or visit mywildwestbbq.com

DINE-IN
TAKE-OUT
DRIVE-THRU
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When eating out, it’s hard to hide from the sodium police
(Continued from Page 1)

Mexican restaurants are no exception, particularly when you’re eating
with someone like my wife who has
neither acid reflux nor a blood pressure problem.
She deserves a night out,
however. Taking care of a disabled
husband and cooking meals for
someone like me is difficult.
I prepared for the evening out
by inspecting the menu online in
advance to find entrees with the
lowest sodium content. First, however, I need to get past the chips
and salsa.

To avoid temptation, I push the
chips out of reach. While munching
some chips, Miss Perfect Health
mumbles her objections and moves
them back. As a compromise, she
volunteers to slap my hand if it
moves toward the chips.
The best entrée option for me is
a salad with chicken added. When
it comes, I reconnoiter the ingredients, looking for items with that
nasty sodium.
My wife grabs the bacon
(sodium).
I take off the cheese (sodium).
The tomatoes go, too (reflux and

sodium).
Oh, no, not the black olives!
(sodium).
That leaves some avocado (it
stays regardless), lettuce and the
chicken.
Oh, yeah … and the ranch salad
dressing. A typical serving of
ranch dressing accounts for 10-15
percent of the daily recommended
amount of sodium a person should
consume. In the good old days, I
always asked the server for extra
and poured the dressing over the
salad.
Now I order it on the side. I’ve
become a dipper.
My cardiologist had been pushing
me to lower my blood pressure even
though I didn’t think it was that bad.
Before starting my diet, the voice
on my blood pressure monitor said
my blood pressure was sometimes
“high normal” and other times “mild
hypertension.”
My cardiologist said it was
important to reduce sodium intake
because I wasn’t getting the exercise I once did now that I am in a
wheelchair.
He also pointed out that revised
guidelines mean that if you didn’t
have high blood pressure before,
there’s a good chance you do now.
Guidelines from the American
Heart Association and the American

College of Cardiology and nine
other health organizations lowered
the numbers for the diagnosis of
hypertension (high blood pressure)
to 130/80 millimeters of mercury
(mm Hg) and higher for all adults.
Previous guidelines set the
threshold at 140/90 for people
younger than age 65 and 150/80 for
those ages 65 and older.
This means 70 percent to 79
percent of men ages 55 and older
are now classified as having hypertension.
That includes me.
I am proud of myself so far. I
couldn’t have done it without my

wife’s help, but by eating more fruits
and vegetables and avoiding convenience foods, frozen meals, cold
cuts, soups and flour tortillas, I have
lowered my blood pressure.
I left the Mexican restaurant
without grabbing a handful of chips
on the way out. I checked my blood
pressure the next morning, and it
was 110/66.
I can’t wait to see my cardiologist
again.
(Ernie Williamson welcomes
reader input. Please contact Ernie
at williamsonernie@gmail.com. Or,
send letters in care of The Bulletin,
PO Box 2426, Angleton, TX. 77516)

DID YOU KNOW ?

• In 1939, U.S. Senate Majority Leader Alben W. Barkley criticized the
Academy Award-winning film “Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,” saying the
movie made the Senate look like “the biggest aggregation of nincompoops
on record.”
• If sound could travel through the vacuum of space, the sun would be
about 125 decibels loud on Earth’s surface. For comparison, a jet plane is
about 120dB during takeoff.
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MEGLOBAL contributes to A Night in the Spotlight Brazoria County commissioners declare Feb. 29 VOW22 Day

Scott Daigle and Trish Thompson with MEGLOBAL presented a $1,000
check to support the second annual A Night in the Spotlight to ANITS
Board Members Page Friudenberg and Bo Stallman on Jan. 20, 2020.
A Night in the Spotlight (a 501C3 nonprofit organization), is a free
prom experience for people with special needs (ages 14 and up) and is
scheduled for April 4 at River Place in Freeport, 7-10 p.m.

Commissioners’ Court proclaimed
Feb. 29 as VOW22 Day in Brazoria County. VOW22 is a nonprofit
organization that seeks to prevent
veteran suicide through community
awareness, camaraderie, interaction
and communication with veterans.

February 22
March 7, March 28

On Feb. 29, VOW22 will hold their
Veteran Suicide Awareness Hike at
MacLean Park in Lake Jackson to
show support and bring awareness
to this important issue. David Vincent, VOW22 president, and Joshua
Baker, VOW22 board member, were
presented the VOW22 proclamation during Commissioners Court

recently.
From left are: Commissioner
David Linder, Pct. 4; Commissioner Stacy Adams, Pct. 3; County
Judge Matt Sebesta; David Vincent,
VOW22 president; Joshua Baker,
VOW22 board member; Commissioner Dude Payne, Pct. 1; and
Commissioner Ryan Cade, Pct. 2.
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Brazoria County Library System
WOW! Brazoria County logs over 1,000,000
minutes in January Reading Challenge!
The 2020 Winter Reading Challenge has ended! And a HUGE
thank you goes out to all of the readers in Brazoria County;
thanks to you we reached and surpassed our goal by reading 1,010,652 minutes in the month of January! Each of the 12
branches of the Brazoria County Library System contributed
to this lofty goal, with Alvin Branch Library leading the pack
by logging in 297,390 minutes. This was the first year that
the Library System participated in the Winter Reading Challenge, sponsored by Beanstack and Penguin Random House.
All library branches will be using the Beanstack website and
app again for the Summer Reading Program, starting June 1st.
Keep up the good work by reading at least 20 minutes a day
for 2020!

NEXT CLASS FEB. 22
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Free AARP tax preparation, filing help offered at area libraries
AARP Tax-Aide is helping local
residents prepare and file their
federal income taxes again this year
at local libraries starting Feb. 3 to
April 15.
Free assistance is available at the
following times and locations:
Mondays
Freeport Library: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Closed Monday, Feb. 17 and

March 2

Tuesdays
Brazoria Library: 1-5 p.m.
Brazoria Heritage Foundation on
Feb. 18, 25; March 3
Wednesdays
Angleton Library: 1-5 p.m.
Thursdays
Lake Jackson Library: 10 a.m. - 6
p.m.

It is not necessary to be an AARP
member. Bring Social Security cards
for everyone listed on the return,
photo identification, any 1095-A
forms received from Marketplace
health insurance companies, and
all income information including last
year’s return.
For questions, call (979) 3419322.

BrazCon Comic Convention returns to Manvel HS Feb. 15
This year’s BrazCon Teen Comic
Convention will be held at Manvel
High School on Saturday, Feb. 15, 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tickets are needed to enter this
fourth annual event, but free tickets
are available on Eventbrite.com.
They are in limited supply, so area
residents interested in attending
should go online soon to get one.
BrazCon is sponsoring the
appearance of author April Henry,

Flu is bigger threat in
US than coronavirus

Tribune News Service (TNS)

Despite widespread fear and
uncertainty over coronavirus, a vaccine expert says the bigger threat to
Americans is an illness that millions
of people in the country catch every
year.
“The three biggest risks to
Americans: No. 1 influenza, No. 2
influenza, No. 3 influenza,” said Dr.
Greg Poland, director of the Mayo
Clinic’s Vaccine Research Group.
Poland said that the flu is a bigger
immediate concern to Americans
who don’t have to travel or won’t
come into contact with someone
who was recently in an area of
China where there’s a high occurrence of coronavirus. China’s Health
Commission reported Sunday that
there are 475 recoveries and 361
deaths in the country so far.
The Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention recently announced
a second seasonal wave of the
influenza virus. The 2019-2020 flu
season alone has seen an estimated 10,000 deaths and 180,000
hospitalizations, according to the
CDC.
There are currently fewer than
20 known coronavirus cases in the
United States.

courtesy of Macmillan Publishing, at
this year’s event. Ms. Henry, author
of “The Lonely Dead” and the “Girl,
Stolen” series, is scheduled at 1
p.m. in the auditorium.
Live music will be a new feature
this year. The Wizard rock band
and Percy and the Prefects, will be
playing at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
in the cafeteria. Rock out with these
musical “wizards” and hear songs
inspired by the Harry Potter series.
The Cosplay Contest will be
held in the auditorium. If you are
interested in participating, sign up at
the event at the Excelsior Cosplay

booth outside the auditorium
between 8:45 a.m. and 11 a.m. at
the event. The contest will be held
at noon in the auditorium.
There will also be crafting,
gaming, vendors, a K-Pop DJ, and
more to enjoy and learn.
For more information about
specific activities and sessions, visit
bcls.lib.tx.us/brazcon.
BrazCon is brought to the youth
and young-at-heart of Brazoria
County by the Brazoria County
Library System, Communities in
Schools - Southeast Harris and
Brazoria County, and Alvin ISD.
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For those who care about each other, every day is Valentine’s
(Continued from Page 1)

and I try to capture the rapture.
One year, I photographed a male
and female brown pelican sitting
on a log, forming a heart. I call that
picture “Lovebirds.” It’s not the most
beautiful picture in the world, but
it brings to mind what “Love” looks
like, much like the gold unicorn
charm on the necklace I always
wear. Roy bought it for me when
we first started dating, and it is a
constant reminder that I am loved.
This is the story of the gold
unicorn.
When you discover that your
relationship has gone past spending time together briefly to share a
meal, or catch a popular new movie,
dating takes on a heightened characteristic. What matters most to one
becomes the other’s concern.
Roy and I had just reached that
tenuous state in our relationship,
when introductions to his grown
daughter, Shirlene, from a previous
marriage, were in order. I knew she
was the apple of his eye, so as we
reached the sidewalk leading to her

door, I stopped dead. If she liked
me, then I was “in” with her dad, but
if she didn’t … Well, I didn’t even
want to think about that.
Luckily, Roy saw my hesitation
and said, “Don’t worry, she’s going

Pelican “love birds” Jan Edwards
photographed as they soaked up
the sun.
to love you.” When Shirlene opened
the door, it was like we had known
each other all our lives. There was
an instant bond between the two
of us.
Not long after meeting Shirlene,

Roy called me. He was concerned
for his daughter. She had called to
tell him she had been laid off. That
news alone would have been bad
enough, but she was recovering
from her own divorce and had just
signed a new apartment lease. Her
future looked bleak.
Roy was working as a warehouse
manager and could not leave until
all the trucks were loaded out for
delivery the next day. But I lived
close to Shirlene. He asked me if
she could come to my place and if
I could keep her occupied until he
could get there.
Though our relationship was still
new, and I had no idea how I could
console Shirlene, I called her and
asked her to come over. I got out
some snacks and opened a bottle
of wine. Then we proceeded to
talk – about everything. I think we
solved all the problems of the world
that night, and I had turned her
tears into laughter before her dad
arrived. When he did, he gave his
daughter the fatherly assurances
only he could give, and it wasn’t
long before the world was no longer
coming to an end.
When they left, Roy thanked
me for giving his daughter a new
outlook on life. I was glad I could
help, but all she really needed was
someone to listen that night.
I really didn’t understand how this
situation had affected Roy, though,
until our next date. Roy came by
to take me to dinner, but before we
left the apartment, he reached in
his pocket, pulled out a small white
jewelry box and gave it to me.
When I opened the box, there lay
a prancing solid gold unicorn on a
chain. I was speechless. He gently
lifted my chin so that I was looking
at him square in the eyes when he
said, “I’ll never forget you helping
my daughter like that. I got you this
unicorn because I hope our relationship will always be magic.”
After a year of dating followed by
33 years of marriage, and multiple
broken necklace chains, Roy and I
are still together, and I still wear that
unicorn. It might not be as bright as
it was when he gave it to me, but,
like family, it still invokes the magic
of love.
(Write Jan in care of The Bulletin.
Email: john.bulletin@gmail.com. or
via snail mail, The Bulletin, P.O. Box
2426, Angleton TX, 77516.)
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SIDELINE CHATTER

By Dwight Perry

The Seattle Times (TNS)

That winery should know not
to pair red wine and fish
So what was the catch of the day,
marinated catfish?
Thousands of gallons of cabernet-sauvignon wine from the
Rodney Strong winery — enough
to fill 500,000 bottles — spilled into
the Russian River last month in
Sonoma County, Calif.
Heard in passing
A man and woman pleaded guilty
to passing counterfeit $100 bills in
the Bay Area.
And they might have gotten away
with it too, investigators said, if they
hadn’t pushed their luck and put Joe
Montana’s likeness on them.
Irish stew
Talk about a costly three-and-out.
Notre Dame ripped up Landen
Bartleson’s letter of intent after the
cornerback recruit was charged
with burglary, criminal mischief and
receiving stolen property.

SPORTS STORIES YOU MAY HAVE MISSED
Tweet of the Week
“BREAKING: Harry and Meghan
have reached out to the Winnipeg
Jets and Vancouver Canucks for
advice on living in Canada without a
title.” — @Jonathan_Dunphy
Hang TDs, not 10
RB Raheem Mostert, who grew
up on the waves in New Smyrna
Beach, Fla., is prohibited from surfing in his 49ers contract.
In other words, limit your curl
routes to the football field.
No Roger-and-out
Ageless Swiss tennis star Roger
Federer won his Australian Open
quarterfinal match, but not until after
he’d staved off seven match points.
Channeling our inner Yogi Berra:
With Federer it ain’t overer until it’s
overer.
Time to reboot
Rumor has it that high-tech
tinkerers in Baltimore — in an effort
to combat MLB’s foray into robot
umpires — are already hard at work
creating a robo Earl Weaver.

Only problem is, it won’t stop
short-circuiting.
Cheating 101
When it comes to baseball
lexicon, the Astros’ trash-can antics
certainly give “bang-bang play” a
whole new meaning.
Hold your noses
Hoarders panicking over the coronavirus outbreak are exhausting the
public supply of face masks.
Sort of like Knicks fans and
clothes pins.
Talking the talk
— Comedian Argus Hamilton, on
NFL security using facial-recognition
technology to keep criminals out of
Super Bowl LIV: “We’ll be lucky if
they can field two teams.”
Quote marks
— Jim Barach of
JokesByJim.blogspot.com, on why
70-year-old manager Dusty Baker
appealed to the Astros: “At his age
he is too old to know how to work
any electronic equipment newer
than a VCR.”

From the writings of the Rev. Billy Graham

Mankind’s power is minuscule compared to God’s

Q: Why do people call hurricanes, earthquakes and various
other storms “acts of God”? – A.G.
A: An “act of God” is defined as
“a natural hazard outside human
control for which no person can be
held responsible.” It is most used
by insurance companies. But the
key phrase is “outside of human
control.”
Mankind takes great pride in
being in control. But let a tsunami
ravage ocean fronts, and all of the
sudden, people resort to silence
when it comes to diverting such
storms.
It is out of our control. So why
do we doubt God’s power? Why
do we question His sovereignty in
the world?
We applaud the power and

strength of mankind daily. It is
claimed that Caruso, the great
opera singer, shattered glass with
his powerful voice. Marconi, known
as the inventor of radio, enabled
man to turn a little dial and transmit voices on the other side of the
globe. It is claimed that one strongman lifted 500 pounds with his little
finger.
But the strong man Jesus Christ
did what no man has ever done or
will ever do. He spoke “Peace, be
still,” and the raging sea quieted
and brought relief to a boatload of
frightened disciples who gave glory
to the master of the sea, saying
“Even the wind and the sea obey
Him!” (Mark 4:39-41).
Many are on troubled and
treacherous seas. Many are being

battered around on little boats that
are about to sink. Invite the Master
of the sea into your life. With the
power of His gentle voice, He can
calm the storms and bring quiet
peace to the soul.
God takes the weak and makes
them strong. He takes the vile
and makes them clean. He takes
the worthless and makes them
worthwhile. He takes the sinful
and makes them sinless. Only a
gracious and loving God can do
this.
Tribune Media Services

(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/o
Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway,
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877) 2GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

Columbia Christian Senior Citizens Center Menu
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629 E. Bernard, West Columbia, TX, (979) 345-5955

Menu is subject to change.
Wednesday, Feb. 12: Mexican
casserole, pinto beans, vegetable
medley, slaw, cornbread, dessert.
Thursday, Feb. 13: Italian
chicken, buttered noodles, collard greens, zucchini & tomatoes,
peaches & cottage cheese, garlic
sticks, dessert.
Friday, Feb. 14: Meatballs &
gravy, rice, navy beans, carrots, jello
salad, biscuits, dessert.

Monday, Feb. 17: Bee stroganoff, beets, carrots, pears & cottage
cheese, cornbread, dessert.
Tuesday, Feb. 18: BBQ chicken,
squash casserole, pinto beans, zucchini & tomatoes, jello salad, slide
bread, dessert.

Meals served at 11:30 a.m. at the Center.
Meals-on-wheels available - call before 9:30
a.m. Low salt/low sugar meals available - call
before 8 a.m. Take-out meals - call by 10:30
a.m. to be picked up by 11 Transportation to
center available - call before 8:30 a.m.

More Superbowl 54
fun facts

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

• This was the first Super Bowl
appearance for the Chiefs in 50
years. The last time Kansas City
made it this far, it was Jan. 11,
1970, when the Chiefs topped the
Minnesota Vikings in Super Bowl IV
for their first – and only – Lombardi
Trophy.
• Super Bowl LIV was played at
Hard Rock Stadium in Miami Gardens, Florida. This is the sixth Super
Bowl to take place at the stadium,
although the venue has had a different name for almost every championship – Sun Life Stadium (XLIV,
2010), Dolphin Stadium (XLI, 2007),
Pro Player Stadium (XXXIII, 1999),
Joe Robbie Stadium (XXIX, 1995).

Advertise with us. Call us at (979) 849-5407
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Bulletin Horoscope
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Knowledge is power, but passion pushes
the “on” button. You understand
ways to make money work for you.
It might be necessary to dissuade a
loved one from dipping into savings
or making unwise investments.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Today you can relax and enjoy
hearth and home. Your intelligent
ideas will draw others closer and
make it easier to succeed with
group projects. Business before
pleasure is a helpful motto to adopt.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
good dose of common sense could
go a long way toward banishing
brief misunderstandings. Apply
some sympathy and empathy to
achieve positive lasting effects. It
may be difficult to trust your own
judgment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Ambitious dreams can come true
if you gather knowledge and keep
your own counsel. A romantic
partner may have little inclination to
smother you with affection when he

or she has to take care of business.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): The more the merrier. Your
generosity and optimistic outlook
put a positive spin on your status in
a crowd, but don’t rely on personality alone to navigate through tight
spots. Spend cautiously this week.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Spread the good word. When you
let your enthusiasm show, everyone else may well enjoy an outing
or event even more. You could be
more interested in socializing than
in business transactions.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Don’t charge admission to your
family circle. You may take pride
in your home or enjoy entertaining guests. You may be anxious to
receive applause and recognition.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
You may sparkle at parties and feel
at home everywhere you go. Loved
ones will be supportive and encourage you to explore your limits. Feel
free to pursue whatever activity
captures your fancy.

February 11
1752 - The Pennsylvania Hospital
opened as the very first hospital in
America.
1937 - General Motors agreed
to recognize the United Automobile
Workers Union, which ended the
current sit-down strike against them.
1958 - Ruth Carol Taylor was the
first black woman to become a stewardess by making her initial flight.
February 12
1892 - In the U.S., President
Lincoln’s birthday was declared to
be a national holiday.
1973 - The State of Ohio went
metric, becoming the first in the U.S.
to post metric distance signs.
1999 - U.S. President Clinton was
acquitted by the U.S. Senate on two
impeachment articles. The charges
were perjury and obstruction of
justice.
February 13
1542 - Catherine Howard was
executed for adultery. She was the
fifth wife of England’s King Henry
VIII.
1875 - Mrs. Edna Kanouse gave
birth to America’s first quintuplets.

All five of the baby boys died within
two weeks.
1920 - The National Negro Baseball League was organized.
February 14
1778 - The Stars and Stripes was
carried to a foreign port, in France,
for the first time. It was aboard the
American ship Ranger.
1900 - Russia imposed tighter
imperial control over Finland in
response to an international petition
for Finland’s freedom.
1912 - The first diesel engine
submarine was commissioned in
Groton, CT.
February 15
1758 - Mustard was advertised
for the first time in America.
1842 - Adhesive postage stamps
were used for the first time by the
City Dispatch Post (Office) in New
York City.
1879 - U.S. President Hayes
signed a bill that allowed female
attorneys to argue cases before the
U.S. Supreme Court.
1903 - Morris and Rose Michtom,
Russian immigrants, introduced the
first teddy bear in America.

1933 - U.S. President-elect
Franklin Roosevelt escaped an assination attempt in Miami. Chicago
Mayor Anton J. Cermak was killed
in the attack.
February 16
1914 - The first airplane flight
between Los Angeles and San
Francisco took place.
1923 - Howard Carter unsealed
the burial chamber of Egyptian Pharaoh Tutankhamen. The next day he
entered the chamber with several
invited guests. He had originally
found the tomb on November 4,
1922.
1946 - The first commercially
designed helicopter was tested in
Connecticut.
February 17
1933 - “Newsweek” was first
published.
1933 - Blondie Boopadoop
married Dagwood Bumstead three
years after Chic Young’s popular
strip first debuted.
1934 - The first high school automobile driver’s education course
was introduced in State College,
PA.

History of the World On This Day

Jumbles: HIKER CEASE CUDDLE ANYHOW
Answer: After a long day of casting sinister spells, the evil witch had a -- WICKED HEADACHE

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Speak your mind in order to shine.
Your most attractive qualities may
be best showcased when you have
something to say. Be sure to explain
things in detail to avoid mix-ups and
confusion with others.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Friends might expect you to be completely attentive to their needs in
the week ahead, although you may
prefer to spend time with family. Be
conscientious; stick to the healthful
habits you resolved to keep.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You
might meet a few helpful people
because you are at the right place at
the right time. Differences of opinion
will be insignificant barriers to communication if you are consistently
tolerant and respectful this week.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): You
may feel somewhat helpless when
people close to you refuse to face
facts in the week ahead. Friends,
however, may offer helpful advice
and thoughtful gestures that will
assist you in focusing on reality.

ACROSS
1 Welcomed at the door
6 “Shame on you!”
9 German trick-taking card game
13 St. Teresa’s town
14 Use as a source
15 Egg on
16 Shade lighter than jade
18 Reckless act instigator
19 Witty Bombeck
20 Euros replaced them

21 Buffoons
22 Target Field, e.g.
24 Nowhere near cool
26 N.L. mascot whose head is a
large baseball
28 Cracks up
31 Finnish telecommunications
company
34 Lindsay of “Freaky Friday” (2003)
36 Bud’s partner

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Sushi bar brews
2 Prevent
3 Bedrock wife
4 Words starting a confession
5 Lawmaker’s rejection
6 22-Across level
7 Energetic mount
8 He’s a doll
9 Numbers game
10 Super-strong adhesive brand
11 Soil-related prefix
12 Pro shop bagful
14 Forensics facility
17 Feeling blue
21 Cereal component
23 Nest egg letters
25 Big name in facial scrubs
27 Forum robes
29 Traffic alert
30 Puzzle (out)
31 Screenwriter Ephron
32 It may be a bad sign
33 Extreme care
35 “Fasten your seatbelts”
38 Violin protector
39 “Swell suggestion!”
41 Calisthenics movement
42 After-school org.
44 Shrubs with lavender blooms
46 Perlman of “Cheers”
48 Colander cousin
50 Change, as a motion
51 Old Testament food
52 Illustrator’s close-up
53 Easy-peasy task
54 Picnic soft drink
56 Neighbor of Nor.
59 __ Kan pet foods
60 Tach reading
(C) 2020 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, LLC.

Solutions

ROBIN EAGLE CRANE GOOSE EGRET FINCH STORK

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week
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37 Exclude from the list
Complete the grid so each row, column
38 Shrewd ... and a phonetic hint to
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
this puzzle’s four longest answers
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
39 Creatures of habit?
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
40 Like Mars, visually
41 Storybook elephant
42 Sneaks a look
43 Points of view
45 Sleeping giant
47 Actors memorize them
49 Riddle-ending question
53 Chew out
55 “Now it makes sense”
57 One-named supermodel
58 __ Scotia
59 London co-creator of the International Plant Names Index
61 Meryl’s “it’s Complicated” co-star
62 Chevy subcompact
63 Pasta tubes
64 Skip a turn
65 Headed up
66 Infuriated with
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Six tips for getting a jump on spring cleaning

By Barton Goldsmith

Tribune News Service (TNS)

We all have things to do that
we hate doing, and make us
uncomfortable. That being said, a
little organization can ease your
anxiety and actually make you
feel better. We all have mindless
tasks that we need to do but tend
to put off for various reasons, but
the truth is we just don’t choose
to make the time to do them. If
you approach this as emotional
cleansing as well as a physical
one, it will give you the added
motivation you need and benefit
of helping to clear out your mind.
1. Computer cleanup. Clean
out your email box, update your
online accounts, unsubscribe to
anything you don’t read, re-set
your passwords (add a password
app), and delete any old files that
aren’t going to be opened again.
File your loose documents and
make sure everything is backed
up.
2. Donate your old clothes
and blankets, shoes, and reading
glasses. So many people can
use these items you have grown
out of or that no longer work for
you. My feet grew a half size, so
out with the old and in with feel-

ing good about yourself for making
the effort to be mindful and giving.
It’s more work than just throwing
things out, but it feels right.
3. Consolidate your credit cards.
These can collect. If they offered a
bag of brown rice for signing up, I
would get one: the Star Trek card
didn’t even come with a T-shirt; just
like the Harley Davidson, I liked the
way it looked. Unfortunately, when
a card came along that I wanted
for the point perks, I was declined
because I had too many cards.
Lesson learned. Now I have only
three, and they all have perks that
we actually use.
4. Clean out your junk drawers.
Most of us have too many. I know
of several in my office alone. Some
even have themes, stuff that I had
as a kid, old sunglasses, things we
might need in the house but really
should go to the garage. Much of
this stuff can be thrown out or given
away. Sometimes it’s hard to figure
out what needs to go where, but if
you just do a little online research,
you can find lots of good ideas.
5. Organize your pictures. The
older you get, the more important
these will become. Don’t rely on
the Cloud or Facebook, but make
sure you have a separate backup

for photos. When your computer or
phone crashes, gets stolen or lost,
you will thank yourself for doing this.
Special backup drives and apps are
available.
6. Clean your desk. Where I once
thought that a messy desk was a
sign of creativity if not genius, I now
appreciate being able to find things
without digging through a bunch of
papers. It also helps you keep better
track of important things like bills
from your health insurance (which
I found on a messy desk while
searching for a misplaced credit
card).
Most of us need some motivation
and even a little assistance in this
area. I once cleaned out a homeoffice desk for an old friend, and she
did the same for me, and it was a
great exchange. Organization will
give you more peace of mind and
ultimately save your most valuable
asset: time.
Dr. Barton Goldsmith, an awardwinning Santa Barbara/L.A. based
Psychotherapist, writer and radio
host, can be reached via E-mail at B
arton@BartonGoldsmith.com. Read
his blog at psychologytoday.com or
follow him on Twitter @BartonGoldsmith.

HEALTH AND HOME

Drinking tea may help you live longer
By Kiersten Willis

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (TNS)

Coffee is the go-to morning beverage for many people. But if you
swapped out your morning joe for a
cup of tea, it may lead to a healthier,
longer life.
Chinese researchers found that
drinking tea over a long period of
time — especially green tea — had
associated health benefits. The
benefits were more pronounced
among men, according to the study
published in the European Journal
of Preventive Cardiology.
“We found that the protective
effects of habitual tea consumption
were very pronounced and robust
across different outcomes for men,
but only modest for women,” said
Dr. Dongfeng Gu from China’s
National Center for Cardiovascular
Disease, Peking Union Medical
College and the Chinese Academy
of Medical Science to CNN in an
email.
In analyzing data from 100,902
Chinese people who had no history
of a heart attack, stroke or cancer,
researchers found a pattern among
groups who habitually drank tea
three days or more a week, those

who drank tea non-habitually and
those who never consumed the
beverage.
After following the groups for
seven years, researchers learned
habitual tea drinkers had lived
1.41 years more without atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease
and lived 1.26 years more at age
50 compared to people who did
not make drinking tea a habit.
But it’s not simply about
regularly drinking tea. Green tea
was found to especially be linked
to health benefits. USA Today
reported about 25% lower rates of
heart disease, stroke and death
were linked to consuming green
tea compared to black tea. Among
the participants, however, 49%
drank green tea compared to 8%
who preferred black tea. Still,
there were no significant associations found for black tea in the
study.
As for why tea may have heart
benefits, Dr. Benjamin Hirsh, the
director of preventive cardiology
at Northwell Health’s Sandra Atlas
Bass Heart Hospital in Manhasset, New York, told USA Today it’s
about the antioxidants.

